
“Removing language  and cultural 
barriers to effective  
communication” 

When making, storing or shipping 
products, communication mistakes  
can be extremely costly: 
 
• ErrorsErrorsErrorsErrors in proper formulation result 

in waste and cost. 
 
• Serious liabilities Serious liabilities Serious liabilities Serious liabilities result when  
      employees don’t understand safety   
      requirements. 
 
• Extra work and cost Extra work and cost Extra work and cost Extra work and cost result from  
      incorrectly shipped products. 
 
• Customer dissatisfaction Customer dissatisfaction Customer dissatisfaction Customer dissatisfaction can also    

cause loss of revenue. 
 
 

Employees who are unable to Employees who are unable to Employees who are unable to Employees who are unable to     
communicate well in English can communicate well in English can communicate well in English can communicate well in English can 
be a big risk to your businessbe a big risk to your businessbe a big risk to your businessbe a big risk to your business    ....    
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Aspirin for Your Language Headaches!Aspirin for Your Language Headaches!Aspirin for Your Language Headaches!Aspirin for Your Language Headaches!    

On your site on your schedule: 
 

  Spanish for Managers and Supervisors 
        (Customized for your workplace) 

 
 Improved English Pronunciation  
     
  OSHA Ergonomics and Safety  
  (Spanish and English) 

   
  Resolving Cultural Differences 
 
  ESL (Basic to Advanced) 
 
  Effective Supervision of Foreign-born 
  Employees 

 
  Food Protection and Handling  
  (Chinese, English, Korean and Spanish)        

      
...and more 

 

 

    
    Language Directions can help your employees understand, communicate and Language Directions can help your employees understand, communicate and Language Directions can help your employees understand, communicate and Language Directions can help your employees understand, communicate and     

effectively implement the processes and procedures of your businesseffectively implement the processes and procedures of your businesseffectively implement the processes and procedures of your businesseffectively implement the processes and procedures of your business. 

For Manufacturers and Distributors: 


